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Laker Life

Sports

The Kirkhof Center's theater room
offers students a place to sit back,
enjoy films and television shows

Relay for Life kicks off this week
with information meetings about
the overnight fundraiser

The Lakers have important games
ahead as they first prepare to face
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New
registrar
joins staff
at GVSU

GVSU bias
protocol
allows for
swift action
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Assistant News Hditor

Jerry Montag, former
registrar at other
universities, steps up
to lead in Allendale
By Erik Westlund
GVL Staff Writer
Jerry Montag was hired as university
registrar in December following
predecessor Lynn Blue’s promotion to
vice provost.
Montag brings more than 30 yean
of experience in registrar work with
him to Grand Valley
State University after
leaving Oklahoma
State
University,
where he held the
same position
“He
has
so
much
experience,
it's
unbelievable."
said Gayle Davis,
GVSU provost and imu
vice president for
Academic Affairs. “He is very organized
and has wonderful leadership skills. He
will bring a stable leadership situation.’'
Montag said the position at GVSU
offers more responsibilities than other
universities where he previously served
as registrar In addition to the oversight
of student records. Montag will be
involved in student admissions, financial
aid and the Student Assistance Center.
“This position is much more
involved.” he said. ’To me. it’s a major
promotion. It’s an opportunity to work
at a university that can applaud itself
for its academic achievements and for
its enrollment management for many
years."
Montag describes himself as an
energetic risk taker with both short-term
and long-term vision.
“Not only do I want to meet the
expectations. I want to exceed the
expectations people have of me." he
said. “I want to go over and beyond and
make those extra efforts."
Montag is a New York native, bom
and raised in the Bronx, and earned
a graduate degree from Columbia
University. He served as university
registrar for Florida International
University and later headed to the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
where he worked as the director of
Admissions and Records, a position that
oversees the registrar and admission
offices Montag was then the registrar
at Rice University in Houston. Texas
before moving to Oklahoma State
University
At Rice University and the University
of Arkansas. Montag was involved
in the implementation of Banner
technology, a process the Information
Technology department at GVSU is
currently undertaking. Banner is an
updated version of the educational suite
of programs the IT department uses for
student records.
Davis said Montag's experience
with Banner technology was a factor in
his hiring.
“’When it comes to a very complicated
change from the old system to the new
system in student records, he is able to
hit the ground running." she said.
Montag’s goal is to make GVSU’s
registrar office the best in the nation, and
he said this can be achieved by making
customer service his top priority The
implementation of Banner will improve
the quality of customer service the
registrar’s office can provide, he added
Montag said the implementation
process was a difficult one at the other
universities, but worth doing
"There were a lot of times that we
wondered. Would there ever be a light
at the end of the tunnel ’ ”’ he said. "And
we soon realized it was a beautiful
light"

THURSDAY
Mostly Cloudy / Wind
High: 42° Low 39°

Room to run: A new recreation center * expected to begin construction in May The new building w
track and field events, along with providing space for movement science classes
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offer more space for club, intramural sports and

A new face for fitness
New recreation center will allow for
more movement science classes,
intramural sports on campus
By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports b'ditor
In an effort to keep up with Grand Valley State
University’s successful athletic programs and growing
population, the Board of Trustees recently approved
building plans for a new recreation center.
The 138.000-square-foot building will meet the needs for
additional movement science programs and the increasing
population in intramural and club sports. The building will
be located to the west of current athletics facilities on the
north end of campus. It will have three classrooms with
movable walls, a six-lane indoor track, training room. 100yard indoor turf field, student lockers and showers. The
original softball field, basketball courts and dodgeball area
will be moved west of the new building.
The men and women’s track teams will also use the new
facility for practice and indoor meets.
“We are really excited about the new facility." said head
track coach Jerry Baltes. “It will be one of about eight or
nine in the country like it. and the only one in Division
II."
Baltes said the new facility will help with recruiting,
allow more space for practice time, give his team a space to
See Rec Center, A2
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Alternative exercising: Students spend then evening exercising at the
Fieldhouse on GVSU s Allendale Campus

Grads first to finish training course
f

Animal Control Officer
Training Program
featured 22 graduates
in its first semester
By Erik Westlund

*

GVL Staff Writer
Completing the first-ever Animal
Control Officer Training Program.
22 students were awarded certificates
from Grand Valley State University’s
Criminal Justice Education Center on
Dec. IS.
The December program was the
first of its kind in Michigan and the
most comprehensive in the nation.
Director of Criminal Justice Training
Williamson Wallace said.
Because there was no curriculum
or local in-service training provided
for animal control officers, the
profession was not elevated to the
level it should be. Wallace added
"We are really doing a service
to the profession by boosting the
standards and putting more educated
and more qualified individuals into
the professional employment pool."
he said.
Kent County Animal Control
Supervisor Matt Pepper approached
Wallace with the idea to start the
training program more than two years
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ago. Wallace and Pepper developed a
112-hour original draft curriculum
that was presented to the Michigan
Department of Agriculture, the
agency responsible for authorizing
individuals to work as animal control
officers.
The end result was a 135-hour
training program endorsed by the
MDA that allows students receiving a
certificate of completion and meeting
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Inaugural graduates .ViUiamson Wallace, director of the Comma! Justice Education Center, hands
certificates to students who completed the first course in Animal Control Training

FRIDAY

After the first semester using
the new Bias Incidents Protocol,
an official summary of incidents
was tallied and made public on
Grand Valley State University's
Web site.
According to the Bias Incidents
Summary posted on the Web site.
18 incidents were reported to the
Dean of Students Office during the
fall semester of 2006. Most of the
incidents occurred on the Allendale
Campus, some taking place within
freshmen living centers. Three of
them occurred in an academic
building, while another case
happened in a housing unit outside
of campus.
The summary also reported the
majority of the incidents involved
were anonymous comments posted
on white boards and door posters.
Nine of the incidents concerned
sexual orientation and four regarded
race. Other incidents involved hate
symbols and religion.
With the protocol, students are
urged to report incidents to one
of the many outlets, such as the
Department of Public Safety or the
Dean of Students. The university
staff will then respond to both the
victim and the suspect by following
steps of the protocol, the Web site
reported.
Established early in the fall
semester, the protocol is a series
of the procedures that take place
when a student is convinced he or
she has been victimized by actions
violating their rights regarding
race, ethnicity, religion, gender,
sexual orientation or class status.
Marlene
Kowalski-Braun.
director of the GVSU Women’s
Center, said she was a part of a
larger group that helped develop
the new protocol, including the
Office of Equity and Planning and
the Dean of Students Office.
“The purpose of the protocol was
to make sure we had immediate and
swift response to bias incidents."
Kowalski-Braun said. "To show
care and concern for individuals
and groups affected by such acts."
Kowalski-Braun is also a part
of the Team Against Bias, an
initiative panel that regularly
reviews information from bias
incident reports, invents ways to
educate the campus community and
attempts to create an environment
conducive to diversity.
She said during the fall semester,
minor adaptations were made to
the protocol. This year, the main
priority is to get the word out
about it and educate the campus
community, she added.
“The protocol is for students,
faculty and staff.” Kowalski-Braun
said. “There are a lot of folks to
train."
Kowalski-Braun added that the
benefits of the new protocol have

o

requirements of the MDA to become
authorized for work as an animal
control officer.
Students were taught by 25
instructors with expertise in 27
different subject areas. The experts
included a retired FBI agent, a Kent
County assistant prosecutor, police
officers and current animal control
officers.
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Student Senate sets plans for the new year
By Leslie Perales
GVL Seu't Editor
To keep up with the growth
and change of the university.
Student Senators are setting
several goals for the new year.
A top pnonty for the semester
will be to attain more finances
for the Student Life Fund, said
Student Senate President Frank
Foster.
Supporting more than 240
student organizations with the
fund, senate hopes to create a
conference fund for groups that
wish to attend professional and
development conferences and
other activities, he said.

"Having senate be more
representative of the needs
of the students would be
something I would like to see
develop further," said Anne
Marie Carson, executive vice
president for Student Senate
Also high on the list for Foster
is getting involved in more
community outreach projects
throughout Grand Rapids.
"There's a big discrepancy
between the east side of Grand
Rapids, the south side of Grand
Rapids and the north side of
Grand Rapids." Foster said.
“We're privileged here in a
university setting, and we need
to help our community rise up.”
Foster said he also plans to

begin a mentoring program this
semester for underprivileged
students in the local public
school system.
Carson said while Presidents'
Ball, which will take place
Feb. 9. consumes much of her
time right now, she will soon
re-examine senate resolutions
that are five years or older.
Additionally, she hopes to
increase voter turnout for the
elections to Student Senate later
this semester and recruit more
students to run for the body, she
added.
Carson said she also hopes to
continue working with Domestic
Partner Benefits, a project she
began last year

Keeping sustainability on the
minds of the OVSU community.
Student Senate is working on
screenings of "An Inconvenient
Truth,” starring A1 Gore, with
panel discussions to be featured
after each screening.
On Jan 26, a Town Hall
meeting voicing concerns from
student groups on campus,
including
Student
Senate,
will focus on Proposal 2. For
this, senate will work with the
Student Diversity Network,
a group comprised of student
organization members, that
advises senators and others in
the GVSU community.
Last
semester.
the
Association
of
Michigan

Universities held its General
Assembly conference at GVSU
and disbanded after a resolution,
which would eliminate the use
of unanimous consent voting in
student government meetings,
failed.
The
General
Assembly
invites representatives from
all public university student
governments in Michigan to
assemble to discuss and vote
on campus and state issues
including funding, tuition and
diversity concerns. The group
consisted of 15 universities.
"It was kind of a slap in the
face at first, but after I calmed
down and others calmed down,
and we got our senses about

us, we figured this is academia
and we still need to talk to each
other on a regular basis.” Foster
said.
Foster and Alan Dunklow,
vice president for the Political
Actions Committee of senate,
sent a letter to the 15 universities
inviting them to Gaylord.
Mich, on Jan. 20 to discuss
further action in keeping open
communication amongst the
schools. The location was chosen
because it is a geographically
neutral. Foster said.
“If I just get 10 (universities
to attend) I'll be happy, and
hopefully, it’ll go from there,”
he added.

Rec Center

million, he added.
Patti
Rowe,
associate
professor and chair of the
movement science department,
said the building will help the
GVSU community grow and
thrive in student recreation,
movement science classes and
intercollegiate athletics.
Movement science classes
have increased 37 percent in
attendance during the past five
years, while intramural sports
(48 percent increase) and club
sports (69 percent increase)
are also on the rise.
"We are trying to expand the
number of movement science

courses," Rowe said. “With
this new facility, we will be
able to offer more classes and
have enough space for them
as well.”
Rowe said some of the new
classes available will include
lacrosse, field hockey, flag
football and ultimate Frisbee.
Intramural and club sports
will now have more room for
their events. The new building
will allow multiple teams to
practice and work out at the
same time. Selgo said.
“Track,
softball
and
baseball will all spend time
during the winter working

out and practicing.” he said.
"Practice can then come
indoors when the weather is
bad as well.”
One of the main goals
for the new building is to
encourage more students to
take skills and development
classes, as well as participate
in fitness programs, Rowe
said.
Movement science courses
are growing rapidly, and the
new facility will be able to
broaden the opportunities, she
added.

continued from page A1

practice despite weather
conditions and be one of the
best competitive facilities in
the country.
"This will really help our
track program." said Tim
Selgo, athletic director. “We
will now have seating for
800 people at indoor track
events.”
Construction is slated to
begin in May and should be
completed by August 2008,
Selgo said. The cost of the
building is estimated at $18

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of Allendale
11325 54th Avenue
Allendale. MI 49401
(behind McDonalds)

616-895-1893

Animal Control
continued from page A1

free pregnancy testing, peer counseling,
pre-natal & parenting classes
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Wallace
credited
the
success of the program to the
expertise of the instructors and
the leeway they were given
to develop their own lesson
plans.
"We just have incredible
instructors,
and it really
showed in the final product."
Pepper added.
Wallace said the majority of
students had other employment

It ntf y have been feeling a little like

But, it is still
very much

and took this training program
because of a desire to work as
animal control officers.
The program is also useful
for anyone working in law
enforcement or investigative
areas that deal with animals,
Pepper said.
"I’m
hoping
one
day
that this curriculum we've
developed becomes mandatory
for employment as an animal
control officer in Michigan,”
he said.
Kent County animal control
dispatcher Debra LcFluer, who
has worked in the industry for
more than 11 years, said the
training program helped her
gain a better understanding of
her profession and how to deal
with the public.
Wallace called the first year
of the program a great success
and said both students and
instructors offered positive
feedback.
All 22 students that finished
the program earned certificates
of completion by attending
at least 90 percent of the
classes and receiving at least

Bias Protocol

Wint

continued from page A1

already been shown.
"There is not doubt that
our residential students have
benefited from the protocol,"
she said. “That's where most
incidents occur.”
The primary goal of TAB
is to inform and communicate
with the community, she
said.
Jason
Puscas,
vice
president for the Intercultural
Affairs committee of Student
Senate, said he thinks the new
protocol is better, and has yet
to see a downside to it.
"I
commend
our
administration.”
he
said.
"They took the time to do it
properly."
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Making tholr mark: Students receive certificates at a ceremony for completing

the first Animal Control Officer Training Program

a 70 percent on both exams.
Wallace said.
“We wanted to show not
only the Michigan Department
of Agriculture, but also the
profession that we are not just
putting a training program
out there and letting anyone
go through and giving them
a certificate of completion.”
he said. "They need to

demonstrate competency on
the material they received.”
The program is scheduled to
start again in the fall of 2007,
with specific dates and costs
to be announced in February.
Students interested in attending
may visit the Criminal Justice
Education Center's Web site or
contact Wallace at (616) 331 8515.

Puscas added it is beneficial
because it is a more unified
system involving everyone
in the campus community.
Ultimately, Puscas said he
is excited for the future Bias

Incident Protocol workshops,
which are being developed.
Puscas, among other student
diversity leaders, will receive
a preview of the workshop
Friday.
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H GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
Copper Beech bus stop to
relocate
The Copper Beech bus
stop on The Rapid's route
37 is moving Monday. Due
to the new four-way stop
at the intersection of 48th
Avenue and Pierce Street,
the bus stop will be moved
to the southeast corner of
the intersection.
For more information or
to give feedback visit http://
www.gvsu.edu/bus.

Sibs 8 Kids weekend
registration deadline
The registration deadline
for Kids & Sibs weekend is
Friday. The weekend. Jan.
26-27, provides activities
for siblings, kids and friends
of Grand
Valley
State
University students, faculty
and staff and is open to all
ages.
Some
activities
to
take place include Live
Band Karaoke. WCKS's
“Mr. WhooHa," a cartoon
breakfast in the Lower
Commons
and
cookie
decorating. Most events will
take place in the Kirkhof
Center.
The
cost
for
each
participant
is $10 and
an additional $3 will be
charged for any participant
who registers after Friday.
Some events and activities
which take place out in the
community
may
require
separate entry fees.
To view the schedule
for the weekend, become a
volunteer for the weekend
or for more information,
visit http://www.gvsu.edu/
sibsnkids.

Seidman College receives
accreditation
The
Association
to
Advance
Collegiate
Schools of Business has
renewed
Grand
Valley
State University’s Seidman
College
of
Business’
accreditation.
Both
the
undergraduate and graduate
programs in business and
accounting
have
been
reaffirmed by the A ACS.
The
AACS
has
commended
Seidman
College of Business for its
integration of Enterprise
Resource Planning software
and its outreach to the
community.

Tuition refund deadline
on Friday
Any student seeking a
100 percent tuition refund
must drop all classes by 3
p.m. Friday. The deadline for
dropping or adding classes
and late registration is also
at 5 p.m. Friday.
For more information visit
the registrar’s office in the
Student Services building or
call (616)331-2883.

Alternative Spring Break
payments due
Any remaining balance
students
owe
for
the
Alternative Spring Break
trip is due to the Office of
Student Life, located in the
Kirkhof Center, by 5 p.m.
Friday. The full payments
for site leaders participating
in the trip is due as well.
Questions can
be emailed to asb^student.gvsu.
edu.

'Nightmare in New
Guinea* screenings
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Civil rights activist to lead MLK events
Author Lani Guinier
will be the keynote
speaker for Dr.
Martin Luther King
Jr. Celebration
By Leslie Perales
GVL New* Editor
Grand Valley State University
will play host for two events
honoring Martin Luther King Jr.
Lani Guinier. a civil rights
expert, will participate in the
silent march across campus as
well as give the keynote speech
for the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Celebration. The march
will assemble at the Zumbcrge
Library 's main entrance at 1:43
p.m. Monday.
Following the march, the
MLK Celebration will take
place in the Fieldhouse Arena
at 2:13 p.m. The theme of the
program will be “Honor the
March and Inherit the Dream."
for which Voices of GVSU. the
university's gospel choir, will
perform.
"We really want someone to
speak to those types of issues
(Proposal 2) during this special
moment," said Bobby Springer,
associate dean of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. “We look
for someone who has a wide
appeal, someone who's out in the
held, who’s well traveled, who
gets a chance to interact with a
lot of different communities and
bring a broad perspective to the
table, as well as someone who
can speak to the issues that Dr.
King was about, and I believe
(hat Professor Guinier can do
that.”
Guinier. a civil rights attorney
and professor of law at Harvard
Law School, was the first black
woman to become a tenured
faculty member at Harvard Law
in 1998. Prior to that she was a
tenured professor for 10 years at
the University of Pennsylvania
Law School. She graduated
from Radcliffe College of
Harvard University and Yale
Law School.

Remembering the dream: Every year, students and (acuity gather to march silently across campus to honor and remember D' Martin Luther King Jr on his birthday This
year, lam Guinier. the first black woman to become a tenured faculty memeber at Harvard Law School, will be the keynote speaker

She served in the Civil
Rights Division during the
Carter administration, directed
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People’s voting rights project
and has published several
books.
"Being a professor at Harvard
University, w ith her contact base
and the arenas she has spoken in
... she has a wealth of knowledge
to bring to our MLK program."
Springer said.
One of Guinier's works. “Lift
Every Voice." describes the
experience of when former U.S.
President Bill Clinton nominated
her as assistant attorney general
for civil rights in 1993. Clinton
eventually withdrew her name
without a confirmation hearing.

spumng Guinier to write about
the event on both a personal and
political level.
While at the University
of
Pennsylvania.
Guinier
and another faculty member
researched
the
experiences
of women in law school and
published (heir findings in
"Becoming Gentlemen: Women.
Law School and Institutional
Change."
Guinier has won multiple
awards including the Champion
of Democracy Award from the
National Women’s Political
Caucus, the Margaret Brent
Women Lawyersof Achievement
Award from the American Bar
Association's Women in the
Profession and the Rosa Parks
Award from the American

Association
of
Affirmative
Action. In addition, she has
received eight honorary degrees
from schools including Smith
College.
Spelman
College.
Swarthmore College and the
University of the District of
Columbia.
Springer said the three groups
involved — Grand Rapids
Community College, the Inter
denominational
Ministerial
Alliance and GVSU — began
planning this year's event shortly
after last year’s program ended.
The groups discussed strengths
and weaknesses of last year's
MLK Celebration and also
began the process of deciding on
a keynote speaker.
**(I am excited about) bringing
people together to build on what

New salad bar opens
By Branden Stewart
(M Staff Writer
For students who frequent
Grand Valley State University’s
Kleiner Commons, a new meal
option is now on the table
In addition to the build-yourown sub sandw ich option currently
offered, students are now able to
purchase build-your-own salads
from Montague's Deli.
“Students can put anything they
want on their salad, just like a sub,"
said Barb F\>ley, Kleiner Commons
employee
Though most students did not
know about the salad option on
Monday, its first day of availability,
there was a prominent display of
a freshly made salad and a sign
informing customers that they could
now choose a new meal exchange
option Foley said while the salad
bar has not been very popular yet.
workers are attempting to make it
mote visible to students
Nick Abalos. a freshman
who frequently eats at Kleiner, is
welcoming the addition
“I'm excited about the change
because I'm trying to get back in
shape." he said
Other students were not as
enthusiastic about the new option
“I probably won't be using the
new salad bar because I like picking
up the pte-made salads and using
the other stations." said freshman
Kimberly Shine, who passed up the
option for a sandwich and fries
Though Shine did nut see
herself enjoying the new option.

Academy Award” Winner

she said she understands why
Campus l>ining implemented the
new option
“I’ll probably be eating the
same things I always do. but it is a
nice change and alternative to what
is currently offered." she said.
The salad bar was a result of
a proposal made last semester by
Student Senate to Campus Dining.
There had been a demand from
the students, and we always try to
accommodate them." said Brent
Wustman. a manager at Kleiner
The change was not difficult
for Campus Dining, which worked
to make the option fit in with the
existing meal plans.
“(It didn’t arrive until this
semester) because we couldn't
just thmw it out there right away.”
Wustman said "We just had to
work out the kigistics of it. making
space, because the area is already
cramped"
Several students believe the new
salad option increases convenience
on campus
"I’m happy to have one mote
thing to choose from this semester,”
said freshman Emily Eggleston. "I
got really burnt out last fall eating
the same thing everyday, so I'm
going to work this semester hi try
and add variety to my eating "
The salads may be purchased
as a meal exchange that includes
a choice of either milk or any size
fountain drink Without a meal
plan, the combo costs $3.29, a price
similar to other meal plans A large
salad not inc luding a dnnk may be
purchased for $3.19.

The
documentary
“Nightmare in New Guinea:
Michigan's National Gaurd
in World War II” will be
screened at the Holland
Museum tonight.
The documentary, made
by 13 GVSU students and
directed by professors James
Smither and Frank Boring,
chronicles the rarely heard
of Battle of Buna. The film
traces the history of the
Red Arrow Division and its
contribution to the Battle of
Buna
“Nightmare
in
New
Guinea”
is
slated
for
broadcast on PBS but an air
dale has not yet been set.

we have in place." Springer
said. "With Proposal 2 we're
going to have to do some things
differently and it's going to
take everyone in order to fulfill
Dr King's dream that everyone
should have an equal opportunity
no matter who you are.”
He added he hopes students
remember it took many more
people, lives and sacrifices to get
where society is today so students
could have (he opportunities that
are now available to them.
Additionally, Guinier will
speak at the Martin Luther King
Jr. Grand Rapids community
celebration, held at 6:30 p.m.
Monday at the Ford Fieldhouse
on the Grand Rapids Community
College campus.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Sticking it out
•

slice In tm 4^ c

Setting New Year’s resolutions has become
p tradition-turned-mockery amongst many
jvhose life-altering goals and actions last
ho more than two weeks.

ft* a

rmi'..

•

* When the illuminated ball begins its descent toward the
New York pavement, Americans are often seen kissing,
embracing and welcoming the new year with celebratory
commencements. For many, Jan. 1 is a motivational peg for
Setting lofty goals and life-changing expectations. However,
Qie failure to act or maintain consistency toward this
betterment defeats the purpose of making a resolution in the
first place.
Upon returning from winter recess, the recreation center
flooded with post-holiday hopefuls dedicated to getting
m shape, improving their diet and adopting healthy new
lifestyles. So often, this motivation for a New Year’s
resolution mirrors the vices that disengage it. Much like the
sensation of consuming a sugar-packed Krispy Kreme, bursts
of energy ignite but fizzle, leaving the consumer relapsed and
tired.
While dreams are the root of actions, benefit exists in
setting reasonable goals. Rather than vowing to attain a 4.0
grade point average this semester, students could start by
aiming for an A in a difficult class or an improvement in
attendance and work ethic.
If diet and exercise are new priorities, a valuable start
comes from making small changes and working up to a
greater resolution. Changing eating patterns entirely is likely
to leave individuals craving old habits and giving into the
drive-through menu at McDonald’s. Instead, dieters could
cut portion size or an unhealthy type of food from their daily
intake, slowly building to a different pattern over time.
The same may be said for exercise. Grueling workouts
often bring about feelings of exercise dread and breed
quitters early on in a “get fit” resolution. People rarely
succeed at anything unless they have fun doing it, so students
may opt to play a game of tennis instead of 60 minutes on
the stair stepper. Enjoying the activity is a strong step toward
maintaining dedication.
Though actions are a key to change, people can first alter
their lives by altering their attitudes. Staying positive under
pressure and sticking with a goal in spite of discouragement
will better ensure its success.
This year, members of the university community should
challenge themselves not to let their New Year’s resolutions
sink. Making a resolution demands commitment, not just
petty words and the clink of flute glasses.
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“We just have incredible
instructors, and it really showed in
the final product.”
Matt Pepper
Kent County Animal Control Supervisor,
on the first Animal Control Officer
Training Program at GVSU

GVl Dustin J loftn

YOUR INSIGHTS

In a post-apocalyptic world, who would you
choose to lead society and why?

‘Steve Jobs, because he's
really good at organizing
stuff and has ingenuity.”

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page it
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue.
The limit for letter

length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

‘It would have to be
somebody who has the
good of the people as their
No. 1 concern, someone
who's not quick to judge *

‘Arnold Schwarzenegger,
because he was the
Terminator, and he's a
governor so he has some
political ideas *

Jason Taylor

Erin Ondrusek

Kelly Reeve

Treasure Hulbert

Junior
Marketing. Management

Graduate Student
School Counseling

Senior
English. Language Arts
Education

Senior
Medical Imaging
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Paying the price for technology
By Mason Nichols
GVL Columnist
Let’s play a guessing game,
shall we?
I’m thinking of a black box.
Inside of the black box ate
hardware components, which
when combined together can
supposedly orate the ultimate
entertainment experience.
The black box is capable of
running a variety of different
types of discs, including
CDs. DVDs and even a new
competitor on the market. BluRay discs. The black box also
supports HDTVs in their current
highest resolution, meaning
the consumer will he treated to
pristine visuaLs and oystal clear
picture quality.
Did I mention that the black
box also plays video games'*
Can you guess what I’m
dunking of yet?
On Nov. 17. the PlayStation
3 was released to anxious
customers throughout the
United .Stales. For those
potential buyers who were lucky
enough to secure a premier fie
theu systems, picking ire up on
launch day was rather simple
However, for the majority

of consumers — those who
traveled to their kical Best Buy.
Circuit City or Wal-Mart — the
process proved to be quite
difficult
Due to constraints on how
quickly the hardware for the
PS3 could be produced, the
system's manufacturer. Sony,
was only able to guarantee
400.000 units for the U.S.
launch.
To dale. PS3’s predecessor.
PlayStation 2. has sold more
than 40 million units in North
Arnrnca since its bunch in
2000 and more than 100 million
units wtxfchvide. The simple
bws of supply and demand
indicate that the 400.000 PS3s.
which were available for launch,
would not be sufficient.
The result ’ In the early
miming hours of launch day.
many potential buyers spent
their time in tents, camped
outside of their retail chain
of choice. These consumers
— who dealt with rain, cold
concrete and even armed
robbers — help represent an
insatiable American desire for
lastant gratification
Thts desue is directly linked
to the cver-gniwwg field of

technology When Microsoft
launched Xbox 360 in 2005.
kxig lines and campouts were
also common. Yet today, if one
were to venture into a kxal
game retailer to purchase a
system, that person would find it
much easier to do so.
Why is it that people cannot
w ait to purchase “the next big
thing?”
The answer is simple
Every aspect of our American
lives is laced with doing things
quicker, faster and w ith greater
efficiency The increasing power
of technokigy has allowed for
just that.
During the last tew years,
as cell phones have become
cheaper and more reliable,
we have become instantly
connected to almost anyone
worldwide. Gone are the days
when we have to actually slop
our cars, find a pay phone and
then call home to say we are
going to be late
When our cars are running
on empty and we need to fill up.
we no kxiger need to actually
niter the stive and pay the
attendant Instead, thanks to the
powers of the almighty credit
card, we can /jp out of the gas

station in record tunc
Can’t wait to see that new
movie in theaters ’ All one needs
is a connection to the Internet to
downkxxl the movie before it
even hits the kical cinema.
With all of these things
affecting our lives, does it come
as any surprise that pec^ile tned
so desperately to purchase a
PS3 (Xi launch day?
If we could only step back,
relax and take a deep breath, we
would find that there is much
to be taken away fmm the wait
that accompanies obtaining the
things we desire. In fact w aiting
can allow us to develop a better
appreciation far our ultimate
goal in the end.
The time spent reading
about the next greatest laptop,
the king hours of practic ing
guitar before writing the first
stxig. desekipmg a relationship
befixe it bkissoms into love
— nxxe often than not is more
interesting than the goal itself
Oh. and for those that have
the ability to wait, the rewards
are sweet. The PS3 will likely
experience a price ikop in the
not-tcxxbstant future.
Better than sleeping m a lent,
right?

The New Way Out: Lost in the woods
By David Ringler
GVl. Columnist

GVL OPINION POLICY

‘Anybody left who had any
kind of intelligence because
hopefully they would
know something about
maintaining a civilized
society.'

United Stales officials
recently announced that more
tnxips will be depkiycd to Iraq
m 2007.
The strategy, unofficially
dubbed on Monday as
The New Way Out." is
President George W Bash’s
comprehensive plan to phase
“in” additional (J.S. troops,
specifically to areas in Iraq
where sectarian violence is on
the rise.
The New Way Out’’
Perhaps it is merely
cmncidentaJ that all of these
words have three letters The
words are simple enough for a
second grader — appropriate
for Bush’s telrpnxnpter
I want freedom for the
people in Iraq. I want Iraqi
women to have the same rights
and privileges as Western

women. I want for Iraqi
children to have the security
of knowing they can w alk
to a market w ithout catching
shrapnel from a parked car
bk>wn to hits.
However. I would also
like to see American flags
hotsted high at the top of their
flagpoles everyday.
The United States needs to
scale hack its presence in Iraq
to prevent the kiss of American
lives and limit debt from the
initialise
Democracy is a slow
procevs — one which needs to
evolve and adapt to the culture
attempting to adopt it. As my
favorite autlxx Kurt Mmnegut
once said. “Democracy means
that after 100 yean, you have
to let your slaves go And after
150 years, you have to let your
women vole." Democracy
cannot he coerced upon a
nation by an occupying force
The war in Iraq has little

1

to do with humanitanamsm.
It has everything to do
w ith capitalism — cheap
cheeseburgers, cheap sandals
and new bridges. The
definition of freedom we
intend to impose upon the Iraqi
people, when all is said and
done, is this: "Now you are
free to spend your money on
American stuff, too”
In the meantime. American
tnxips continue to fall victim
to car bombs in the name of
cheap cheeseburgers
The cost of war concerns
me The indirect cost is clear
w hen we consider how the
money cixild have been spent
According to the National
Priorities Project the exist of
the war has exceeded $350
bdlxxv
Here are some figures
which may shed light on
the immense cost associated
w ith the war That same $350
EhIIhwi cixild have paid for

47.257.384 children to attend a
year of Head Start. 3212,593
additional housing units
for low-income subsidized
housing tv full scholarships for
17.296.591 students attending
four-year public universities
Rather than the United
States finding its way "out"
20.000 tnxips may instead be
shoveled “in."
The Bash’s phrase “New
Way Out” conjures up images
of a drunken lumberjack, kwt
in a midnight fixes!, shoddily
hacking his way thnxigh the
woods m an attempt to find the
nearest whiskey bar. leaving a
trail of fallen trees in his wake
Americans should not
shoulder the burden of cost
associated with supplemental
forces in Iraq — die legacy
of a stuttering Texan, the
drunken lumberjack Instead.
Americans sfxxild consider the
wealth of investment on the
home fnxit
1

Laura Mazade, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife®lanthorn com
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Internships provide
real-world experience
By Mary Pritchard
CVL Staff Writer
The transition from the
academic to the corporate
world may be challenging,
but internships are one way
students can ease this process.
“It's never too early to
begin internships.’' said Koleta
Moore. Grand Valley State
University internship specialist
at the Career Services Center.
‘‘The level of internship you
obtain just depends on the
amount of coursework you
have done.”
Moore suggests freshmen
begin the internship process
by looking into job shadowing
and informational interviews
in their field of interest.
“Eighty percent of the
employees that companies
hire
have
had
previous
internships either with them or

elsewhere.** Moore said. "The
more experience (students)
have when they leave college,
the better.**
Internships offer the chance
to earn college credit, learn
first-hand
experience
and
network with professionals. In
addition, they may lead to paid
positions after graduation.
“Internships are what can
set you apart from the masses,**
Moore said. “It's the thing that
can help you stand out.**
Finding an internship is
key, but most businesses may
not
excessively
advertise
their internship opportunities
because they want students
to be proactive and seek out
positions on their own. Moore
said.
Career Services at GVSU
can help with the internship
search. Students can access
Career Connections, an online

GW Photo Muitratiofl / NkoI* Bermet

A closer look. GVSU students are encouraged find internships in their field of
study Information about internships may be found at Career Services or online
at www.gvsu.edu/careers

job-posting
system
listing
internship opportunities and
other resources from the GVSU
Career Services Web site at
http://www.gvsu.edu/careers/.
GVSU senior Gerrit Arens
used the list to discover his
own internship at Huntington
Bank, where he assists in the
Human Resource Department.
“Most students should be
able to find out about internship
opportunities available to them
through searching their major’s
Web page through GVSU or
by talking to an adviser or
professor,” Arens said.
Career Services holds four
resume workshops a week,
two at the Allendale Campus
and two at the Pew Campus,
to help the career advancement
process.
The staff at Career
Services is available to set up
mock interviews to practice
skills needed for successful
interviews
with
potential
employers. Career Services
also offers the Career Contact
Bank, a resource for networking
opportunities.
"One of the best advantages
of having internships while in
college is that it gives you the
skills to find a job once you
graduate." Moore said. “It’s
the same process you’ll have
to go through when seeking
employment."
For more information on
finding internships. Career
Services is offering the “How
to Find an Internship Seminar"
on Jan. 22 at 4 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center.

Dance Marathon to benefit children's hospitals
By Leslie Perales
CVL News F.ditor
The
Children's
Miracle
Network's Dance Marathon has
shimmied its way to Grand Valley
State University.
“(University of) Michigan.
Michigan
State
University.
Central Michigan University, and
Hope College also host Dance
Marathons,'' said Teresa Rutecki.
public relations chair of Dance
Marathon GVSU. "Grand Valley
wanted to participate and allow their
students the same opportunity.”
The event is a night of
entertainment, food, music, fun
and dancing to raise money for
Children's
Miracle
Network
hospitals.
Dance
Marathon
GVSU
will raise money for the DeVbs
Children’s Hospital and all of the
money raised for the event will go
toward helping children. Rutecki
said.
“There
is
always
an
overwhelming need for monetary
donations to help aid families that
need help from the Children’s
Miracle Network." said Jennifer
Julius. Dance Marathon president.
“Since we are so close to DeVfos
Hospital, it would make sense that
GVSU would become involved in
helping them to raise money "
Dance Marathon is not just
an event, however. It is also a
philanthropic organization
Dance Marathon began in
1973 at Penn State University and
was adopted by other universities
across the country.
Eventually. Oiildren’s Miracle
Network caught on and the two
programs combined in 1994. While
there were four schools involved
that year, there are now more than

80 with GVSU being one of the
newest.
The fund-raising event gamed
popularity after schools realized
they had the potential to make a
difference. Rutecki explained.
“It is also somewhat of a
competition between schools."
Rutecki said. “Every university
w ants to raise the most money.”
Originally a dance competition,
the social event usually consists of
other forms of entertainment, but
dancing still occurs, she said.
The GVSU Community Service
Learning Center started recruiting
students to become members of
the planning board during the fall
semester The organization is now
working on expanding its members
and encouraging other students to
get involved.
“Grand Valley students are still
welcome to join this organization."
Rutecki said. “It goes towards
an amazing cause and will
undoubtedly be an unforgettable
and meaningful experience for
everyone involved.”
Students may join the planning
board, committee or become a
representative to a team or other
organization in which they are
already involved, she said.
“People form teams and then
teams compete agaiast each other
to raise the most money." Julius
said. "Then everyone gets together
and celebrates and dances at the
Dance Marathon to raise more
money from spectators, families
and businesses"
In
the
meantime.
the
organization will conduct mini
fund-raisers, secure donations
and pledges and educate others
about its cause. A bake sale will
take place next week. The official
Dance Marathon event is also

being planned for fall 2007.
‘The dance itself can range
from eight to 48 hours." Rutecki
said. “Our hope is to have a 12hour dance here at Grand Valley.”
For more information on getting
involved in Dance Marathon
GVSU. students may visit the
Community Service Learning
Center or attend a meeting.
Meetings are held Tuesdays in
Room 142 of the Kirkhof Center
at 8 p.m.
"There are rare opportunities in
life when one is presented with a
chance to make a difference in the
world." Julius said. "Although we
may not be saving the world, every
little bit counts. Getting involved
with Dance Marathon is a unique
opportunity that gives students the
chance to make a difference in our
community.”
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Making stride* Relay for Life, held last year m the Field house, raised more than $100,000 for cancer research The event ,
is an all-night walk held annually at Grand Valley State University and across the country, featuring a survivors banquet,
themed laps and a Mr Relay drag show to generate donations
,

Relay for Life meetings
aim to kick start event!
••

Colleges Against Cancer holds informational meetings for
participants, those interested in joining Relay for Life
By Laura Mazade

GV1 Laker Life h'dilor
Relay for Life, an overnight
fundraiser to tight cancer, will
hold informational meetings for
anyone interested in becoming
involved with the event.
Colleges Agaiast Cancer at
Grand Valley State University
and the American Cancer
Society is sponsoring meetings
on Monday at 9 p.m. in the Pete
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center and Wednesday at 6 p.m.
in the University Club on the Pew
Campus.
The kickoff meetings will
provide the information and
materials needed for Relay teams,
said Eric Voight. community
representative from the American
Cancer Society.
"We’ll explain what Relay For
Life is about." he sakl.
Voight will discuss what
participants must do during the
event and how to prepare, he
added.
Samantha Knox, president
of Colleges Against Cancer at
GVSU said the main goal for the
meetings is to review the general

information, the team captain
handbook, the walker packet and
to receive all Relay matenals.
“There will be a lot of
brainstorming and ways teams
can recruit and raise money.”
Knox said. “If there are past
participants at the meetings, they
give us feedback and let us know
w hat needs to be changed.”
The meetings will include
discussion on this year’s Relay
event, an icebreaker to let
participants to get to know each
other and a guest speaker.
Holly
Polanic.
Colleges
Against Cancer treasurer and
cancer survivor will be the guest
speaker at the Allendale Campus
meeting to tell the participants
about her experiences.
“It’s important for me to
not only inform Grand Valley
participants about the presence
of survivors in our community.”
Polanic said. "But to also be
an advocate for ACS programs
which financially benefit from the
money raised at relay."
Polanic will also sneak to
partk ipants at the kicko' f meetings
about her experiences at American
Cancer Society’s Camp-Catch-A-

Rainbow, a weeklong overnight
camp designed for children who
are cancer patients or survivors.
"Relay for Life participants
know that then money goes to
fund ACS programs, but many
may not know about those
programs or that children and
adults alike benefit from their
donations.” she added.
Last year's Relay for Life
raised $100,657. and Colleges
Against Cancer’s goal this year
is to get 100 teams involved and
$125,000 raised. Knox said.
How to raise money and how
much time participants want to
spend on Relay for Life will also
be a large part of discussion at the
kickoff, meetings
"It’s up to the participant and
how much time they want to
spend on it,” Knox said. “The first
step is coming to kickoff because
we’ll share tips.”
Knox suggested those who
do not have a team or want to
participate as an individual visit
the GVSU Relay for Life Web site
at http://www.acsevents.org/relay/
mi/gvsu or e-mail cac^student.
gvsu.edu.

Off-Campus Student Housing for only

$235

Per Person
Per Month
•rates vary depending on number of occupants

4 Bedroom Unit
1800 Sq. Ft
Allows rets
Washer and Dtyer Hook-up
Big Back Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere

Get More for Less"
Located on Rich Street
1 Mile from Allendale Campus
616-837-8277
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GVSU College Housing AptitudeTest
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$1200 (at $400/month in

(only available to Ca

mpus View tenants)

n't

pay Campus View

With the extra $ 12001
for the summer I can -----in tent while I'm,he
gone
college expense burden I am p
a) Reduce early s,art on saving for renremem
b) Get an
^first-hand, new cultures to Can
c) Experience

New
for
2007
FREE DSL and Basic Cable
Rec Center, including:
Full-Court Basketball
Aerobic Studio
Exercise Machines

Community Center
WiFi
Coffee Bar
Plasma TV
Pool Tables

Least expensive housing options for GVSU students

All new townhomes were gone by
December last year. Don't delay in
making arrangoments for 2007 08!

New Town homes
Coming 2007
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SPORTS

Matthew Verdook, Sports Editor
sports#Unthorn com

NUMBER
CRUNCHER

©
WKh a win over Lake Superior
State Unrveruty on Thursday,
the Grand Vaflay State University
woman's basketball team would
moaa into first place In tha
GUAC North DMsron Tha two
teams would ba tied wrth a 5-1
conference record, but GVSU
would Improve to 1H overall,
whit L5SU would fad to 10-4

©

Haven games remain for tha
Grand Vafley State University
hockey team Nine of those
games are scheduled to take
place in Allendale at the
Georgetown ke Arena The first
of those contests takes place
tomorrow versus Davenport
University at 9 p.m.
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Upstate road games to test talent
GVSU men will travel to
the Upper Pennisula for
a two-game weekend
against GI.IAC Marksmen
By Marc Koorstra
CVL Staff Writer
The weather will not be the only thing
giving the Grand Valley State University
men’s basketball team a less than-warm
reception on its current trek to the Upper
Peninsula this weekend
Two
different
Great
ljtke»
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
teams will be looking to end the Lakers’
six-game winning streak
OVSU
will travel to Sault Saint Mane for a
Thursday game versus Lake Superior
State University, and then to Marquette
for its second game in seven days against
Northern Michigan University.
’This type of trip is always a tough
one." junior Pete Trammell said. "It is
a long drive, and it is always cold up
there"

The Lakers of LSSU offer a tough
lest for GVSU After dropping its first
three conference games, LSSU has
won three straight road contests and
currently sits in second place of GLIAC
North Division.
LSSU has shot more than SO percent
from 3-point range in those three wins.
“Offensively, they (LSSU) are the
hottest team in the GLIAC nght now,"
said GVSU head coach Ric Wesley. “On
defense they play a 1-3-1 /one. which
is quite unique and will be a challenge
for us.“
A pair of sophomores, guard Mark
Morse and big man Ryan Kuhl. lead the
LSSU offense The two have averaged
23 and 18 points respectively during
their past three victories.
Freshman point guard Garrett
Konus/ewski has also played key role
in LSSU’s recent success. He dished out
11 assists without registering a turnover
in his team's most recent win over
Michigan Technological University.
The contest will also mark junior Joel

Set Men's Basketball, B5
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Showing technique: Sen to* forward Kyle Carhart fakes high before crossing over a Bulldog
defender The Lakers defeated Ferns State 70-63 on Jan 4

•

©

The Grand VaNey State University
men's basketball team could
create a little breathing room for
Itself In the GUAC North Division
with a win over Lake Superior
State University on Thursday
LSSU currently sits in second
place behind 4-2 GVSU with a 33 conference record, and a wtn
would tie the two teams at 4-3.

©
Seven GVSU football players
were named to the D2Football
com AH-American team. Cullen
Finnerty, Eric Fowler. Brandon
Barnes, Mike McFadden and
Brandon Carr earned first team
honors Anthony Adams was
named to the second team
and Derek Jones earned an
honorable mention
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley
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Dishing the rock Senior guard (nka ftyskamp looks to pass the ball around an opposing defender In an earlier game against Ferns State University. Ryskamp scored 14 points and rebounded the bail six
times GVSU beat Ferris State S4 SB

Women's basketball set to battle
Lakers will take on
LSSU for a top spot in
the conference, test
their Kamo in the region
By Matthew Verdonk
(iVt. Sporti Kdltor
Today marks the beginning of an
important 72 hours for the Grand
Valley Stale University women's
basketball team (12-3, 9-1).
The team spent the week practicing
what it always does — fine tuning the
defense in preparation for the types
of offenses it will face, rebounding
and winning the hall on hustle plays.
Lake Superior State University
(10-3, 6-0), the only team standing

between the Lakers and the top spot in
the North Division of the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference,
will play host to the Lakers tonight in
the first of two meetings between the
teams this season.
"They are a very disciplined, very
tough, very talented group of young
ladies," said Dawn Plit/uweit. GVSU
head coach. "They are well-coached
and very solid defensively."
Solid defense is the backbone
of past successes and the key to the
future for Plitzuweit's team.
Barring an unconscious shooting
performance
hy
either
team,
whichever squad plays with the most
intensity without the hall should
emerge with a victory. GVSU has held
its opponents to an average of 54.1
points per game However. LSSU has

not performed much worse, keeping
its opposition ut an average of 57.8
points per game.
The inability to slow down on
offense is a problem the Lakers have
experienced as of late.
Plit/uweit said her team would,
in order to get in rhythm offensively,
need to learn to transition from its
intense, fast-paced play on defense to
its active, composed bull-movementbased offense.
That offense showed just how
potent it can he when it scored 41
points in the second half Saturday
in a 60-45 victory over Northern
Michigun University (6-9, 2-4), its
second highest second half point total
of the season.
Plitzuweit said her team played
its hardest 40 minutes of the season

against the Wildcats and are prepared
to do so again on Saturday, this time
in its own gym
“Any time you go on the road,
you have to clamp down on the
defensive end." Plit/uweit said. “Our
intensity was very good defensively
(Saturday). I was really pleased with
how our kids came out and really
played their tails off."
Two players who have been
exceptional at both ends of the court
as of late are senior guards Taushaunu
“Peaches" Churchwell and Erin
Cyplik.
"They’re two kids that can really
do a great job in ull aspects of the
game," Plit/uweit added. "They
have done a good job of getting the
offensive rebounds.”
See Women's Basketball, BS

Wrestlers strive to repeat in 2007
By Brian Beaupied
(IVl. Stuff Writer
Defending a championship is a daunting task for a
team at any level.
The Grand Valley State wrestling team is no
exception
Coming off of a nutional championship in 2006.
the team is geared for another run at the title under
Arst-year head coach Rick Bolhuts. Bolhuis, a GVSU
alumnus, former wrestling national champion and
four-time national Analist for the leakers, knows what
it takes to get the job done.
Presently ranked No. I in the nation as returning
champions in the National Collegiate Wrestling
Association, the leaker* have an overall record of 3-1I. They recently suffered their Arsi defeat of the season
against Olivet College in the finals of the Mountain
Union Tournament in December
Like any team at GVSU, the I.aker wrestling squad
has had to deal with the daily humps and bruises
of practice, the mental strain of doing well in the
classroom and in some instances, the stresses of the
jobs student athletes take on to afford tuition and
living expenses
At times, these circumstances have prevented the
Lakers from fielding their best lineup As the team

heads down the home stretch, however, the coaching
staff is confident that it will have all of its grapplers
available for the stretch run.
"This semester we’re getting everyone back on the
mats, and we will be able to put out our best lineup
going into the national meet." said assistant coach
Dave Mills.
Bolhuis said his team is focused on the challenge of
retaining its title
"We’ve (Lakers) been working hard in the weight
room, and we have our sights on the national title."
he added "We’re going to come out strong and send
everyone that message "
The team is led hy senior Billy Johnson Johnson
was one of three wrestlers selected from the NCWA
to compete and represent OVSU at an all-star meet
during the summer in Dallas. Texas Mills said senior
Nick Emery, juniors Russell Correll and Phil Lanni,
sophomores Travis Eisen and Richard Doherty and
freshmen Kyle Shank and Calvin Miller are a few
wrestlers who have made the greatest improvements
this season
Coming up for the Lakers is the NCWA National
Duals in Cedar Falls. Iowa Bolhuis called the
competition the Ant big test of the season for his
squad
See Wrestling, BS
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Taking Mm down After capturing the title the GVSU wrestling
team prepares for another season
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Lakers split in Fla. showdown

" GVL DIGEST

Women's tennis signs
student-athletes

Rachel Rendina (Monroe.
Mich.), Jackie
Shipman
(Saline. Mich.), Darylann
Trout (Clarkaton, Mich.)
and Chelsea Johnston (Novi,
Mich.) have committed in
writing to play for the Grand
Valley
State
University
women's tennis team under
head coach John Black in the
fall of 2007. Johnston, who
attended Northville High
School, won the Division I
State Championship in No. 2
singles as a senior.

*
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Volleyball inks three
student-athletes
Janelle Beaudry (ForeaH
Hills
Northern/Easterfrii
Michigan
University)^
Ann Kendzicky (Chelseay
Mich.), and Leslie Curtin
(Alto, Mich.) signed theitf
names on the dotted line and/
committed to play for Gran<5
Valley State ' University'2
volleyball team next seasoo<
under head coach Deannerf
Scanlon. Kendzicky started
all four years on varsity at,
Chelsea High School and
earned distinction after her
junior season as a member
of the honorable mention
All-State team.
GVl Atchiv* / M«t1 Sutt».*»ld

Coal tacking: Senior Mike Kad/ban (indt tome open ice for a one-on-one shot during

Hockey smashes
opponents’ home
record, finds tough
officiating on the
Florida ice
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Stqff Writer
The Grand Valley State
University club hockey team
split a two-game set in Fort
Myers. Fla. last weekend
against a very good Florida
Gulf Coast University Eagles
team.
The split gave the Lakers a
2-1 record during their three-

game road trip in the sunshine
state and pushed their overall
season record to 12-10-3.
Saturday's
contest
was
a back and-forth battle, as
GVSU went up in the first
period 1-0 before FGCU tied
it up in the second. Freshman
Nick Biondo put the Lakers
ahead early in the third, but
FGCU was able to once again
tie up the game late in the
period.
Although Great Midwest
Hockey League rules do not
allow teams to break ties in
overtime periods, the two
teams headed to an extra
session, because it was an outof-league game.
Junior Phil Murray emerged

*

Division II football
legislation denied

hockey game lest winter The Lakers pushed their overall season record to 12-10-3 after two games last weekend

as the hero for the Lakers.
He scored a game-winning
goal hailed by GVSU head
coach Denny McLean as
“beautiful."
“Scoring that goal was
the biggest shot I've made in
my college career." Murray
said. "It was a rush. I had a
hard time sleeping that night,
because I was so excited after
the game.”
Sophomore Kevin Chapman
made 30 saves for the Lakers
on his way to picking up his
fifth win of the season.
The loss was FCGU's first
in the Germain Arena this
season, a place where the
Eagles previously had been
10-0.

GVSU came out Sunday
looking to increase its winning
streak to three games, and by
way things started it looked as
if they would manage it.
Midway through the second
period the Lakers were up 20, courtesy of goals by Biondo
and senior Dan Frye.
However, the lead did not
hold up. as the Eagles were
able to put in two goals of
their own. The teams headed
into the final regulation period
tied at 2-2.
Things turned ugly for the
Lakers in the third period, as
they committed seven penalties
causing them to be at an almost
constant disadvantage.
FGCU took full advantage

of the opportunities, putting
the puck past Chapman on four
of its seven power plays.
In the middle of it ail, senior
Nate Beverwyk was able to
knock in another goal for the
Lakers, but it was not enough
as GVSU fell by a final score
of 6-3.
McLean complained about
the officiating, saying the way
the game was called made it
difficult for GVSU to get into
any kind of flow.
After his team jumped out to
a good start, he said the Eagles
began to hook and hold his
players with very few whistles
being blown.
"(The referees) didn’t do

See Hockey, BS

A proposal that would
have
split
the
NCAA.
Division II football playoff£
according to scholarship
levels was rejected by a vote
of 117-29. Representatives
from the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference,
a conference with schools
in both tiers, would not
have been affected and.;
consequently unanimously
voted against the legislation.
The
conference
also
narrowly passed legislation
requiring
a
two-thirds
majority for schools to raise
or lower scholarship levels
for all sports. Previously, .
changes only required a
simple majority.

Gators prove BCS works
By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports Editor
The University of Florida
Gators traveled to Glendale.
Ariz. with many questioning
the legitimacy of their berth
into the Bowl Championship
Series National Championship
game
Florida head coach Urban
Meyer and his team left the
showdown in
the desert with
no doubts at
all.
Monday’s
41-14 rout of
the Ohio State
Buckeyes
was arguably
the biggest
heat down
in national
championship history. The
2004 game between University
of Southern Cal and the
University of Oklahoma also
comes to mind, with the USC
Trojans' 55-19 blowout of the
Oklahoma Sooners.
At least the 2004 game was
competitive for a half.
Outside of Ted Ginn. Jr.
taking the opening kick hack
for a touchdown, the Buckeyes
could take absolutely nothing
positive out of this game, if
it can even be called a game.
It was more like a Florida
practice against some high
school team. And no. even if
Ginn was playing the entire
game, it wouldn't have made a
difference.
Two huge reasons Florida

blew out the Buckeyes —
speed and coaching. Meyer has
to he the best big-game coach
in the country During his
two-year stint with the Gators,
he has swept rivals University
of Tennessee. Florida State
University and the University
of Georgia. He ia 4-0 in howl
games and has won three
conference championships,
including back-to-back
Mountain West titles with the
University of Utah.
Jim Tressel also didn't
perform well. Late in the
second quarter trailing 24-14.
the Buckeyes had a fourth
and-one on their own 29
and decided to go for it. The
desperation on his face echoed
the fate of his team, and the
Gators dominated the rest of
the contest.
Hetsman Trophy winner
Troy Smith put on a great
show, didn't he? It was a brutal
showing by the “best player in
the country." Four-for-14, 35
yards and one interception is
an amazing day at the office,
especially when he was sacked
more times (five) then he
completed passes
Smith clearly couldn't live
up to the hype as the Heisman
winner, nor the speed of the
Gator defense.
All the numbers could he
rattled off from this game,
including Ohio Stale going
one-for-nine on third down, or
its 82 yards of total offense, to
the extreme advantage Florida
had in time of possession
(40 48 to 19:12). But it all

boils down to one thing
— Florida was a better football
team
Admit it. the BCS finally
got it right. While many
considered University of
Michigan to he the second best
team in the country, the Gators
proved on the field why they
were better than everybody
else. Besides. Michigan didn't
even belong in the Champs
Sports Bowl the way USC
wrecked them.
For all the BCS haters out
there, put it to rest. Unless
someone can come up with a
better solution to the system
that is in place, no one can
complain about how Florida
got its shot.
Face it, the playoff system
will not work. The top eight
teams in the rankings just
cannot be selected to play for
a national championship, even
though those teams are the
only ones with a legitimate
shot The playoff system would
have to utilize all conference
winners, or there is no way the
atht.iic directors would let it
work. Deserving teams outside
of the top eight would get the
shaft because lesser conference
winners would get in.
So. the BCS is here to
stay. As far as this year is
concerned, it worked.
So what if Meyer lobbied
for his team to get in over
Michigan? In the end. Meyer
and his Gators can say they
were (he better choice to play
in the title game.
They obviously proved it.
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Comedian to
make a scene at
Laker Late Night
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

GVl / Kylt A Hudccr

Paging th# doctor: freshmen Heather Je/ierski and Sarah Pilgrim watch "Dr Phil" m the Kirkhof Center's theater on GVSU's Allendale Campus A schedule of upcoming

movies can be found in the Calendar of Events on the GVSU Web site

Kirkhof harbors media
outlet for shows, films
Upcoming movie
‘Glory Road’ to run
on Martin Luther
King Jr. Day, others
coincide with books
By Brandy Arnold
GVL Staff Writer
Anyone
with
downtime
between classes or lacking the
transportation to leave campus
may utilize films shown daily in
the Kirkhof Center.

People arc able to come
in. take their minds off of
everything for awhile, and just
be entertained.'' said Jennifer
Rybski, an Office of Student life
graduate assistant.
These films, shown at 10 a m.,
and 2 , 7 and 10 p m., change
every week, most of which are
current releases
Funded
by
Spotlight
Productions and Student Senate,
the films are also shown dunng
winter and spring breaks for those
students who stay on campus.
Juston Espinoza, events and

‘Children of Men’s’ bleak
world makes great movie

Unlikely leader: Theodore faron helps out the only pregnant woman on earth

By John Faarup
GVL Staff Writer
Four stars
(•••• out of ••••)
The Merriam-Webstcr
dictionary defines a
“dystopia" as “an imaginary
place where people lead
dehumanized and often
fearful lives.” In director
Alfonso Cuaron's latest film
“Children of Men.” the world
is anything but imaginary.
Women cannot procreate
whilst humanity has been
forced into a downward spiral
of fear-mongering. revolution
and chaos. Britain is the
last remaining stronghold in
a world that has devolved
into a state of anarchy.
The infertility problem
persists without any certain
explanation. Some believe
it to be pollution or genetic
experiments, and others claim
the wrath of God has finally
come to pass.
Theodore Faron
(Clive Owen), a former
social activist, is largely
disinterested with the
problem. He contends (in a
conversation with political
cartoonist Jasper Palmer,
played by Michael Caine)
that the world had gone to
waste long before the end
of child birth. The fate of
humanity is suddenly heaved
upon his shoulders when

Julian Taylor (Julianne
Moore), an old friend, reveals
to him that a woman named
Kee (Claire-Hope Ashitey)
has become pregnant. It is
the first known pregnancy
in more than IK years. She
needs to be escorted to the
border and delivered to an
organization known as The
Human Project where she
will be safe from the madness
that surrounds everyday life
in London.
"Children of Men" by its
very nature is an engaging
story. Cuaron and his more
than competent cast are able
to elevate the high-concept
drama into something more
than just an idea
Owen carries not only the
weight of human existence,
but he is also vested with the
responsibility of carrying the
narrative, for better or worse.
Beyond the initial exposition
in the first reel, there is
very little philqsophical
framework to be had. If one
were to walk in halfway
through the film, they would
think they had stumbled upon
the latest Michael Bay action
movie, hut Cuaron provides
a delicate touch that prevents
the story from regressing
into an excuse to construct
million dollar set pieces.
There are some truly moving
scenes in the film with long,
elaborate takes that would
See Children, BS

traditions chair for Spotlight
Productions, said it is especially
good for people who live
downtown.
“If they have time between
classes and don't want to drive
the 20 minutes to go home, they
have somewhere they can go and
unwind" he said.
“Glory Road” will begin on
Sunday, the weekend before
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
and will show throughout next
week.
The drama is about the
country’s first basketball team

with an all-black starting lineup
that becomes NCAA champions.
Rybski said workers are
making efforts to help coincide
some of the films with events
happening on campus.
"The
movie
may
not
necessarily be a direct connection
to the event." she said. “But we
want the students to know that
these holidays are recognized
and celebrated."
Spotlight Productions also
works with different departments
that use certain films as an
See Movie Room, B5

Friday night students will
have the chance to laugh for free
at the comedic style of national
headliner Jen Kober during
Laker Late Night.
“She was just amazing."
said Nick Smith, programming
coordinator for Kirkhof Center,
referring to his first experience
with Kober at a conference.
“She was hilarious. She had a
great audience reaction. It was
insane how many people were
there to book her.”
Beginning at 9:30 p.m.
in the Grand River Room of
Grand Valley State University’s
Kirkhof Center, local band For
All We Know will open the
night. Kober will take the stage
at 10:30 p.m. for about an hour.
Her act is known to be “fat.
funny and fearless.”
“We wanted to set the tone.”
Smith said. "People want a way
to relax.”
Having performed
with
other well-known comedians
such as Damon Wayans, Carlos
Me noa and Roseanne. Kober
is an alumna of Columbia
College in Chicago and earned
her bachelor's degree from
McNeese State University in
Louisiana.
Kober. originally
from
Louisiana, now
lives
in
Los Angeles. Her comedy
act has been seen in many
colleges, casinos and clubs
across the country. Upcoming
performances include Saginaw
Valley
State
University.
Aquinas College and Davenport
University later this year.
“With any live performer they
never know exactly what they
are going to say." Smith said.

“Yes. they have their routines,
but you never know what will I
come up during (the show). It'd;
be kind of boring if they did." •
Smith said there will be no!
pre-editing to Kober's routine.)
Comedians generally know how
to adapt their acts to a college
setting, he added
‘To be honest, there have;
been a couple (comedians) that,
have crossed a line, but we don't)
know that's coming.” Smith;
said. “We’re not going to screen*
someone's entire set.”
Smith said there is always)
room for more comedy acts but*
factors such as cost and space!
affect whether they can be)
brought in. He added there is a*
lot of local talent within and near!
GVSU. but local comedians are)
often harder to find.
Laker Late Night’s purpose is*
to provide alternative activities)
on weekends. Smith said.
“Sure there is lots to do in
Grand Rapids but it's nice to,
have other opportunities that
are right here" he said “You
still need to relax. College can
be stressful. It's nice to have'
resources right here."
The show is a co-sponsored
event between Laker Late Night'
and Spotlight Productions. The
two groups combined efforts to
pick the entertainment, provide
financial support and advertise
the event.
"Anyone that is interested in
a good comedy show will like
it.” Smith said. “It’s as simple
as that.”
For more information, visit
http://www.gvsu.edu and click
on Campus Events.
To check out Kober's comedy'
style, visit http://www.myspace.
com/jenkober to see clips and
read reviews before the show.
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Campus Leadership Week
January 15-19, 2007

January 15

Martin Luther King, Jr. March and Program,
Allendale Campus,
1:45-3:00 p.m.
Honor the leadership legacy of Dr. King by marching
with the GVSU community from the Zumberge
Library to the Fieldhouse Arena for keynote speaker
Dr. Lani Guinier. View the ’Leadership Greats”
display at the Fieldhouse.

Q

00 SOM expo

“j

Kirkhof Center Lobby.
12:00-4:00 p.m.

Presented by the Office of Multicultural Affairs.

Remembering the Struggle,
Fulfilling the Dream:
MLK Celebration Dinner

Kirkhof Center Grand River Room.
7:00-9:30 p.m.
Free to all students.

<

Learn the many ways to get involved, use your talents,
and build new skills through campus leadership.

American Red Cross Blood Drive

Kirkhof Center.
00 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Turn Your Leadership into an Internship:
Information Session

January 16

Presented by You Beautiful Black Woman.

Kirkhof 215/216.
7:00-8:00 p.m.

uuouminiiw Expo

Learn how to gain internship credit through a variety of
academic programs by building your skills as a Laker
Leadership Programs or Laker Late Night Intern. Also gain
information on becoming a Fall 2007 Transitions Leader.
Presented by the Office of Student Life

Downtown Pew Campus,
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Learn the many ways to get involved, use your talents,
and build new skills through campus leadership.

Registered Student Organization
MAXimum Institute
Student Organization Center (Kirkhof 008),
6:00-9:00 p.m.
Open to ALL members of Registered Student
Organizations (RSOs). Get the basics of RSO
operations! For new officers in transition, experi
enced officers brushing up. and students preparing
for future leadership roles.
Presented by the Student Organization Center.

Student Organization Center Open House
Kirkhof Center 008.
12:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Celebrate the new year in the SOC! Stop by for
refreshments, door prizes, and more—see what the SOC
has to offer!

Holland “I am Grand Valley” Leadership Reception,
Meijer Campus,
4:00-5:00 p.m. .

Student Leader Think Tank

January 17
C tM

“I am Grand Valley” Leadership Reception
Cook DeWitt Center, Allendale Campus.
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Recognizing student leaders for their unique contri
butions to the GVSU community. Presented by the
Office of Student Life.

Kirkhof Center Pere Marquette Room,
5:00-8:00 p.m.
Join the Office of Student Life. Omicron Delta Kappa
Leadership Honor Society, and the Student Senate for
networking and the opportunity to THINK BIG about the
future of GVSU!'
Dinner provided. Reserve your seat by calling 331-2345.

American Red Cross Blood Drive
Kirkhof Center.
1:00-7:00 p.m.

Student Life

11 %
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www.gvsu.edu/events, 331-2020, www.gvsu.edu/studentlife
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Men's Bball
continued from pogt 91

Whymer s first game action
against LSSU. his former team,
since transferring to GVSU.
With many of his former
teammates no longer on the
team. Whymer is not concerned
about any distractions.
“All I am worried about
is getting a win." he said. “I
came to Grand Valley to be on
a good team and compete for a

Women's Bball
continued from page B1

conference championship."
Whymer is averaging S.l
points per game on the season
as one of the team's key
reserves. He is also shooting
a team-high 43.5 percent from
beyond the arc.
GVSU will practice at
NMU on Friday to prepare for
Saturday’s game.
“We will have a lot of
downtime, so we have to guard
from becoming too lethargic."
Wesley said. “We will also

Hockey
continued from page 92

In their last game, the two
combined for 25 points, five
of seven offensive rebounds
and eight of 27 defensive
rebounds.
Plitzuweit said her team
still has a long way to go
before it plays its best
basketball, but the important
thing for her and her staff is
to see improvements as the
season progresses.
The regular season is already
more than half finished, and
all 10 opponents remaining
are from the GLIAC. This
weekend will speak volumes
as to whether or not the Lakers
are on their way back to the
top of their game.

anything by the way that the
new rules were supposed to be
called.” McLean said.
Murray partially attributed
the team's trouble in the final
period to the Eagle fans.
“We let the near capacity
crowd get to us." he said.
“They were loud and really
gave FGCU a home ice
advantage late in the game."
After the loss the Lakers
will look to get back on
track this weekend as they
face the top two teams in
the Central Region of the
American Collegiate Hockey
Association.
“We’re
really excited."
McLean said. “This is going to

Wrestling

Children

continued from page 91

continued from page 93

On the campus of Northern
Iowa University Saturday and
Sunday, the meet features the
top teams from NCAA Divisions
I. II and III and the NCWA. the
governing body for non-NCAA
collegiate wrestling teams.
This will be the Lakers'
second trip to the meet, and the
first time they will participate in
a bracket for their division.
The event will give the team
a chance to compete against the
University of Central Florida,
which has won two NCWA
national titles in four years.
Last season, sophomore Joe
Mendez took home the award
for most outstanding wrestler,
but Bolhuis said he is looking
for more than just individual
accolades this time around.
"We want to bring home
some more hardware this time
around." he said.
After returning home from
Iowa, the team will prepare for a
dual-meet against Olivet, and a
shot at redemption for its defeat
earlier in the year.
The Lakers will square-off
againstOlivetonJan. 18 at Forrest
Hills Central High School. The
dual-meet, scheduled to begin at
7 p m., will also feature a match
between Forrest Hills Centra]
and Lowell High School.

make David Fincher and
Martin Scorsese salivate.
Often times I credit the
success of a film to the hand
of the director, perhaps too
much. But with “Children
of Men,” the story arc is put
in such a delicate balance
it could have easily been
destroyed by someone
without the uncanny eye
Cuaron possesses. His
previous films (“Y Tu
Mama Tambien." "Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban") prove he is the
real deal. While it seemed
the videogame-like action
scenes could have been
toned down a bit, the surreal
veneer placed on this film
left me speechless and at
times in near tears. I found
the journey to be more than
worth it.
Owes and Caine should
be rewarded for their

spend some time watching
film and looking at scouting
reports."
The Lakers are not looking
past the Wildcats, even after
an 87-49 victory over them
this past Saturday.
GVSU
benefited
from
holding center Ricky Volcy
and guard Will Washington.
NMU’s leading scorers, to a
combined five points. The two
seniors average a combined 37
points on the season.
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“After that last game we
know what it takes to stop
him (Volcy)," Trammell said.
“It takes all five guys to work
on him in order to shut him
down."
Wesley looks at the matchup
with a little more caution
“They are going to be doing
thingsdifferently in this game."
he said. “Teams play with
more energy at home, and we
will have to respond and make
the necessary adjustments."

be what makes or breaks our
whole season, whether we go
into nationals as a one or two
seed."
The Lakers will first take
on No. I Davenport University
Friday in the Georgetown
Ice Arena. Although GVSU
is winless this year against
Davenport, it has played
the Panthers tough in both
meetings, which took place on
Panther ice.
“(GVSU) lost the first
game, tied the second, now
it’s our turn to win the third
game," McLean said.
Saturday the Lakers will
travel to East Lansing to
take on No. 2 Michigan State
University. The Spartans beat
the Lakers earlier in the year
in their only matchup of the

season.
After the big weekend,
the Lakers will play eight
consecutive games at the
Georgetown Ice Arena, where
GVSU has a 6-1-2 record this
year.
Still, the Lakers will have
their work cut out for them
as they face off against some
difficult opponents. While four
of the eight games are against
sub-. 500 teams, the other
half are against teams with a
combined record of 35-11-5.
The
most
dangerous
opponent for the Lakers will
be Miami University of Ohio,
which boasts a 13-2-2 overall
record and is the top ranked
team in the Southeast Region.
GVSU will take on Miami of
Ohio for two games Feb. 2-3.

endearing performances this
coming award season.
The movie also stars
Chiwetel Ejiofor. Charlie

Hunman and Danny Huston.
"Children of Men" opened
nationwide Friday and is
rated R for graphic violence.

The hardest
test I’ve
ever taken.
Bethany
can help.
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HELP

Movie Room

WANTED!

continued from page 93

educational
tool.
Some
professors require their students
to see the films and use them as
a source of discussion in class.
“It helps to get the students
thinking about different social
issues and gives them a visual
representation," Rybski said.
The
College
of
Interdisciplinary Studies will
be doing its second annual
Community Reading Project this
semester. The featured book will
be “The Kite Runner" by Khaled
Hosseini, a fictional novel that
examines life in Afghanistan.
As part of the semesterlong project involving multiple
discussions
and
programs
relating to the novel. Spotlight
Productions will show the film
“Osatna” Feb 4-10
Junior Jessica Manfrin said
she enjoys the multiple showings
of the films.
“They aren't just shown on the
weekends or at one time during
the day," she said. "People that
have busy schedules get many
chances throughout the week to
see the movies."
Her one complaint pertained
to the location of the theater in
Kirkhof.
“Because it’s not blocked off
it can get pretty loud." she said.
“Sometimes you can’t even hear
the movie."
David Steinmet/ said the
theater
can
get
crowded,
especially during the first
showing of a film.
“There needs to be a bigger
space to fit everyone." he
added
Rybski said a fun change to
see in the future would be to co
sponsor a Friday movie night
with another organization.
“We could make it an
advertised event and rent out
a popcorn machine for the
students." she said. “I think it
would make it feel more like a
cinema instead of just a place to
rest between classes "
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Strange, but true
COLUMBUS. OI*o <AP) Doughnut* 'vill no longer be lerved
k> Franklin County jmI inm<ao
County ComnutMtaier Mary Jo
Kikuy pul a $55 XJOO annual contrail
for the doughnut* tat hold laat month
om quesbon* about the* nutnUonai
value and Iran*-fat content
"It wa* not a frequent foud
dem to begot with.** tatd Chief
Deputy ShenfT Mart Barrett, the jail
adminntrako
Prisoner* at the county* two
uerectional center* were served
doughnut* every few week* on a
menu developed by a dietitian under
contrad with the county
Sheriff’*
official*
have
now dropped a request asking
cummiMuunen to appnwe a contract
that would have supplied glazed and
jelly doughnut*, a* well a* cruller*,
at $4 a dozen.

would go to aich trouble to luaMe me
and return my wallet,'' Heahv^en
sad

Lyon earned at animal science
degree from Iowa Stale m 1951. Her
career a a sculptor kicked into high
gea when the look two coune*
from artist Christian Petersen
Doug Kenealy. a dairy science
professor a Iowa State, say*
the university wanted to make a
statement a the entrance of it* new
dairy farm, which will open later hi*
yea
“Duffy i* the internationally
known Iowan ai the area of sculpting
butler cow* " he said. “We thought,
wha better thing to do than to htte an
Iowan who a talented, studied with
Christian hrterseii and a known
internationally r*

DCS MOINES. Iowa (AP) The woman who created sculptures
of cow* out of butler for the Iowa
Stale Far for decade* ha* swached
material*
Norma “Duffy" Lyon, 77. ha
cast a cow *i bronze far the Iowa
State Untvcraify Dary Farm
Her lifc si/e metallic cow called
'Jersey Jewel." which lot* six
month* to complete, began wah
clay around a metal frame and wa
shipped to New York where a wa
cast a bronze
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MEXICO. Mo (AP) - Ray
Heilwagen ha* hi* wallet hack — 62
year* after he loat it in France during
World W* II
Late la*t year, he received a
call horn Stephen Brettenutetn of
Palatine. Ill.
“He *axi. 'Did you loae a
billfold7' and I remembered I did.''
Heilwagen said “Then he *aid. T
found a and will tend a to you.' 1
could hardly believe a."
Bmtmstein'i father, who also
served in France during World
War II. recently died. Digging
through hi* father'* poMetwmn* —
ironically an Veteran * Day — ho
son found the old wallet. He figured
hi* dad found a during the war and
brought it home, but couldn't locate
Heilwagen
Using the Internet. Brertenuletn
tracked down Heilwagen. After
the* phone conversation, he mailed
(he wallet to him It included some
francs, picture* and some receipt*.
Heilwagen lerved wah the
Army'* 79ih Infantry Division
of the U.S. Army and he wa* m
combat m France from a* arrival in
July 1944 until he wa* hoNpitali/ed
that November wah leg wound*
He received a Purple Heart and a
Bronze Star.
“I wa* tmpresAed that a stranger

by Linda Thistle
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Place a number in the empty boxea in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine
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41
43
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★ Moderate * * Challenging
★
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Interior
designer s
concern
Dine
Sheriff s
weapon
Hum
endlessly
Bookkeeper
(Abbr)
Zoo favorite
Instruct
9-Across
container
Fall, for one
Nurse
Toward the
stern
Ghost's
shout
Hot rum drink
Owner's
document
Ptzzazz
Venus' sister
One of the
gang
Impel
Days gone
by
Hetero
geneous
Indivisible
Scepter
topper
Always
Mecca
pilgrims
Expensive
seafood
choice
Acid-alcohol

7 Follower of 4*
Down
8 One of the
gang
9 Designed to
' restrict
entrance
10 Overturn
11 Dweoblike
17 Inclement
19 Up to now
21 Billboards
DOWN
22 Retainer
1 Bug spray
24 Father's Day
2 Prior to
gift
3 Sled
26 Postpones
4 Fairy-tale
28 Tweak a bill
starter
5 Clinic doings, 30 Head
movement
for short
6 Fishy group 32 Supple
compound
52 Tramcar
contents
53 Existed
54 G-rated
55 Bloomberg s
abbr,
56 Idolater s
writing
57 Earth (Lat)

C 21*17 Kin)! I cjturcs Stivl. Irk
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33
34
36
38
39
40

42
45
46
46
50
51

mentary
immunizer
Mess up
CSA soldier
Rough
Casaba. e g
Tusk stuff
Mediter
ranean
sailing vessel
Oust
Leader
Gilligan s
place
Duo
Listener
Genetics
abbr.

MARKETPLACE
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DCA01INIS:

Thui sday to* Mo nday. Noon Monday to* Thjivdry

2 Issues min.
3 4 Issues
5+ Issues

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

Feeling Ilka a good movie?
Cmemark In Rivertown Cross
ings Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everydayl Check out wwwclnemark.com for movies times.

«1 Spring Break Website I Low
prices guaranteed Group dis
counts for 6+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free tripsl www. Spring -

Need outgoing/motivated tele
marketers. Hourly base, plus
commission. No experience re
quired, quick training, Flexible
hours. Downtown GR. Fax re
sume to 800-928-7166 & call
Greg 616-690-6413. Significant
earning potential for communi
cation skills. Greg Demmon,
The Home Mortgage Pros, 77
Monroe Center NW #404.

Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.

FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS’* UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdaysl
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451 -4300 for directions.
Enter to Win $10,0001 Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
in
Commons.
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center, Kirkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
VOLUNTEERI and bring smiles
to seniors. At Senior Meals, you
can volunteer at our pantry,
have a food drive, prepare
meals, deliver Ensure or food
baskets (616) 459-3111. Thank
You!
The hotel closest to campus is
only 1 block NW of GVSU. We
have 60 spacious guestrooms
and
suites
which
include
high-speed internet. Free conti
nental breakfast and there's an
indoor pool Please call to re
serve a room at 616-892-8000
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HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

3 bedroom unit downtown,
hardwood floors throughout,
1/2 mile from down town GVSU.
All
utilities
included,
$850/month.
Call
616-460-7261.

HOUSING

HOUSING

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting
$419/month,
$125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
pnce for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060 It's
only a bus ride away)

For Rent: Off Campus Hous
ing, Large 5 bedroom house,
less than 5 minutes from Allen
dale GVSU Campus. Available
January. For more information
call 895-6873 or 690-3013.

INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
OPPORTUNITIES
MISCELLANEOUS

*1,715.®1
This was ttie most expensive
electric Ml foi one month in

ROBINSON

WANTED
Contact the Association Office Today!

BIRTHDAYS

Starting as low as

CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYMENT

(bated on double occupancy)

Babysitter needed on campus
$5.00/hr. approx. 20hr/wk. If in
terested
call
Jessie
(231)830-6318.

Includes Utilities (except fclectric)
2 bedroom, 1 bath
Optional Den
Now taking reservations
Purchase Prices starting at S9,900

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

(616)457-3714
Open Monday Friday,

uhAp'teri

<

1pm 5pm

I
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